
Excerpts from the diary of D'Gran 
 

• Kelashein has offered me three potions and a pair of bracers inlaid 
with pearl in exchange for alerting her to tessimon's travels through 
the gate. "what shall I do with these trinkets?" I scoffed, "shall I take 
to cooking the meals and lifting my skirt for rac and vech as well??" 
she knew she had failed, but left the items as a gift.  As long as those 
two wily witches are at each other's throats, there is a rich profit to 
be made from both of them. Perhaps slaazh can form the bracers into 
some sort of stein... 

 
• Two wagons arrived from rastor. Everyone in the village is drunk - 

they found the body of the swamp hag adrift near logger's bay. That 
should ease traffic through the swamp. The giants have been complaining 
about not getting enough machika, though they eat four dozen daily as 
it is. 

 
• Damn heunar and tippesh! I'd break their fingers if I didn't need their 

spells. They gave some new concoction to the bugbears that got them 
drunk for two straight days and had them all sneezing some bluish gas 
that burned the eyes. Half my troops were drunk and the other half 
couldn't see past their swollen cheeks. Even I had to man a post! As 
punishment, I'm having the wizards clear up the vomit with their hands 
tied behind their backs and their ankles shackled. some creative 
prestidigitation will be required to get that taste off their tongues. 

 
• That vain witch kelashein finally brought me something worth my 

services - a fine pair of magical gauntlets. I gladly told her of 
tessimon's visit to the fane - and of the delightful new arm she bore. 
Kelashein flushed with envy. She asked me if I could spare some troops 
to strike at the fire temple with her, but I declined. I wonder what 
tessimon would pay for this knowledge. Anyone with hedrack's ear must 
have access to far greater gifts than a simple pair of mittens. 

 
• Hedrack's demands wear on me! First he refuses to increase my pay, 

then he drafts two giants and half my bugbears for some sort of ditch 
digging operation! No time to hire reinforcements - the troops leave 
immediately. "Consider them permanently reassigned" he tells me in 
that prim tone of his. My blood is boiling. There had best be an extra 
elf in the wagon this week.  

 
• The bugbears nearly shot two dark elven ambassadors last night. They 

snuck up to the main gate at three in the morning and spooked the 
guards. I nearly gutted one of the impudent bastards myself, but the 
other spoke the pass phraSes for the fane before I could as much as 
scratch his snotty companion. They were accompanied by a red-haired 
woman and a young boy with purple eyes. Perhaps we share the same 
father. Neither the woman or the boy spoke the entire time they were 
in my company, although she took some wine while waiting for the 
escort to arrive. From the sounds of it, The doomdreamers must be 
plotting another meeting. hedrack told me to expect a wagon with a 
"special visitor from our friends to the north." 

 
• Our "special friend" is late, Perhaps delayed by the thunderstorm that 

pounded the mountain last night. I'll send out a patrol this morning to 
see if his wagon was stranded in the weather. 

 



• Nightfall and the patrol has not returned. This is unusual. I have 
drilled my troops far better than this. It is likely they have been 
pressed into foot servants of that blasted beholder and that's caused 
a delay. I am suspicious, however. We'll lock down the main gate and 
double the watch until they return. 

 
• Gone for a day and no word or signal, they should not have roamed 

that far without reporting in. I can only assume they're dead or run 
off - which is worse than dead when I find them. One of the watch shot at 
an owl this morning. Curious bad omen. I haven't seen an owl on the 
mountain in years...  

 
• Took ten of my best bugbear shock troops out and found the men dead 

in the ditch three miles down the mountain. Nasty sword wounds - one 
man had been cut from his neck to his knee. We recovered what 
equipment we could. Went another few miles and spotted the wagon 
dumped in the brush by the side of the road. Looked like it had been 
fireballed - although it was also strangely wet inside. The beholder 
had been skewered through the main eye. We let some of the dogs 
work the area and found a fresh grave containing a male human. Looks 
like he was ripped in half by the troll. We took the corpses back to 
the temple of all consumption. Hopefully there's enough of the eye 
left to raise. I'm sure someone will get the human to talk or walk. 
either way it serves us now. 

 
• How many masters must I please?? First hedrack demands a full detailed 

report, in person! He was quite disturbed about the ambushes. He 
seems unusually edgy lately. I'm glad the duty of patrolling the 
mountains falls on thigpar's shoulders and not mine. He certainly will 
not be getting any elves this week. Nonetheless hedrack wants every 
wagon searched and the main gate barred at all times. Such needless 
inconvenience! I scarcely return from my debriefing and uskathoth is 
hissing about intruders and some massacre at the earth temple, 
demanding I take a squad and investigate. That scaly fiend hasn't 
offered me a single gift of goodwill since he ousted tessimon's spies. 
He'll have to earn my cooperation or beg his case with oamarthis if he 
suddenly needs men so dearly. 

 
• Things are afoot at the fire temple, tessimon has been to see hedrack 

three times in as many days. No word what the problem is, I shall have to 
ply her with some finriegel wine. Surely such an important issue would 
be worth an enchanted blade if kelashein were properly baited. 
Thigpar may get his elf this week after all - some of his wasp riders 
spotted a strange outcropping in the road, washed up by the recent 
rain. Tessimon gloated something about "Terrenygit's success" as she 
relayed the news. Perhaps I can barter this into a blade and a nice 
chain shirt. 

 



• The stink of that overambitious  lizard ukemil and his pride of spoiled 
kittens still reeks in the halls. Hedrack dispatched ukemil to help his 
brother deal with these intruders that struck at the earth temple. The 
trogs are cunning but weak, I shall have to fortify the northern flank, 
just in case. But how shall I fortify, hedrack? How!? Once again you have 
robbed me of my best men. Two more giants and another ten 
bugbears!! I cannot rule my position without troops! I have worked 
tirelessly to break these men and then you steal them from me and 
send them off across the swamp? Theft, hedrack, theft! Those are my 
souls, that is my sweat on their brows and my blood on their backs! 
Fine then, rob me of my work. They were but mud when I found them and 
I crafted them into tempered steel. I can do it again. 

 
• No word from kelashein in nearly a week. She has promised me a new 

sword and a platinum belt. She shall pay for her lassitude - I may need 
some fine platinum earrings to match that belt. No matter, I've learned 
from thigpar that none other than the second of the triad itself is 
overseeing the transport of the obelisk to scorpithra. Things move 
apace. The reckoning time is nigh when the four moons shall dance 
around the son and our dark father will walk the land again. 

 
• Trouble. Dorresk of the earth temple reports a complete rout of 

the trogs. The intruders are powerful, with mighty warriors and spell 
casters among them. I must prepare... 


